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Offer of subsidised NICE-recommended Mindfulness Plus
courses to patients and staff of GP surgeries in Hove by SECTCo
1 What is SECTCo?
I was inspired in 2006 by the Prince of Wales calling on the health ministers of the world to ‘integrate the
best of complementary therapy into their public healthcare systems, and in 2010 by the Cameron
government’s white paper ‘Liberating the NHS’ which pledged to open up the NHS market to ‘Any Willing
Provider’. Hoping to become one, in 2010, I formed the Social Enterprise Complementary Therapy
Company (www.sectco.org.uk), whose mission is ‘medication to meditation’, and our strap line is: ‘give a
man a pill, and you mask his symptoms for a day. Teach him meditation, and he can heal his life’.
2 Has SECTCo had any public sector contracts?
Not yet, in spite of bidding unsuccessfully, and campaigning papers showing that they could save £7 for
every £1 invested (9.76). This is because the Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) declined to contract with
us, and have only ever granted tiny contracts to any complementary provider, as ‘crumbs off the rich man’s
table’. Instead they have collectively presided over a doubling of drug prescribing, which exceeded 1 bn
monthly prescriptions in 2016/17, which has created the crisis, as described below.
3 What is the Mindfulness Plus intervention?
Vulnerable clients found us at SECTCo, whom I subsidised to co-produce an intervention that we call
‘Mindfulness Plus’. This consists of a NICE recommended Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) 10
week course (typically 930am-12pm, (see 75 page course book on 9.91) and supporting meditations,
dynamic (typically 8-9am), Family Constellation Group Therapy (FCGT, typically 2-4pm) and kundalini
(typically 4-5pm)
4 How many Mindfulness Plus courses has SECTCo run?
To date SECTCo has provided 41 Mindfulness Plus 10 week courses for donations to 308 starters and 209
finishers at a variety of venues in the city of Brighton and Hove. Although 1 in 3 starters dropped out, all
the finishers benefitted according to feedback forms received, and some made dramatic recovery from
long term addictions, as described in previous papers. (9.112)
5 What is the evidence that mindfulness works?
The MBCT 8 week course was first trialled in 2002, and halved the relapse rate for patients who had had 3
previous bouts of depression. It obtained NICE recommendation in CG 23, 2004. Since then over 3,000 peer
reviewed papers have been written showing that mindfulness based interventions (MBIs) are effective in
almost every client group on which they have been tried. The House of Lords published the Mindful Nation
UK report in 2015, which calls for MBIs to be mass-provided in the NHS, education and criminal justice
system. The Mindfulness in Schools project is flourishing (see website www.mindfulnessinschools.org.)
6 What is the cost of providing the Mindfulness Plus intervention?

SECTCo has only asked donations for its services hitherto, so that none of our clients were excluded by
inability to pay, because I subsidised them from rent I get from 86, Church Rd Hove. However, with
hindsight, analysing the cost of providing the 75 hours of tuition at the going rate historically averaged
£1,000 per satisfied finisher, or £13.5 per hour. I plan to create a charitable foundation, perhaps called the
Mindfulness Plus Foundation (MPF), to enable this subsidy to continue, and be sustainable after my death.
7 Who can teach the Mindfulness Plus intervention?
Since 2011 I have been running Mindfulness Plus facilitator training courses, from which over 40 people
have graduated. SECTCo employed two of these to run about 20 MBCT courses, for which we paid them
£100 per satisfied finisher, under an incentivised employment scheme. We thus have a pool of facilitators
on whom we can call to expand our service as demand grows, which is the object of this paper.
8 Summary of this offer
SECTCo offers this Mindfulness Plus 10 week intervention to your patients and staff in GP surgeries in
clusters 4 and 6 in Hove. The venue can be in spare rooms in your surgery, or at Essence, 86, Church Rd
Hove BN3 2EB (opposite Hove town hall) Our tariff price is £1,000 per satisfied finisher. There are no
known contra-indications, so we are prepared to teach anybody on a self-referral basis, if they pay the full
price. However, we also offer it at a subsidised rate to those who genuinely cannot afford it, so no-one is
excluded by inability to pay. Our charity MPF offers of SECTCo up to £40kpa of subsidies, in the form of my
time free to administer this scheme, training facilitators, and paying incidental costs.
9 What does SECTCo want in return?
We want surgeries to promote our courses, by handing out our leaflets to your patients and staff giving us
free room hires to run our courses in your premises, and referring your patients and staff to our courses at
Essence. I will provide facilitator training to those who are ready for it, so that they could start running
Mindfulness Plus courses for you at your surgery in due course. We expect a large and growing demand
from patients who wish to withdraw from antidepressant medication, now numbering 40,000 in the city.
We also wish to get into the corporate market, including sick public sector staff, whose sickness rate is over
5% and hope to attract clients whose employer will pay the tariff price on their behalf. However, we will
continue to subsidize patients who genuinely cannot afford it, who should apply to me for a bursary from
MPF.
10 Why are you doing this?
We want to help solve the crisis in primary care by spreading our mission of medication to meditation.
We have been inspired by the example of LIFT psychology, which since 1993 has been offering free psychoeducation courses in Swindon and Wiltshire as a primary care mental health service (9.63) with the
shortest referral to treatment times in England of only 2 weeks. We have also been inspired by the
example of Brighton Health and Wellbeing Centre, described below in paragraph 13.
11 Why is there a GP recruitment and retention crisis?
For the past 2 years, GPs have been ‘leaving in droves’, with 2 out of 5 now taking early retirement at an
average age of only 55. I believe that the root cause is that the only treatment in their little black bag is
drugs which do more harm than good by causing the epidemic of depression (‘Who is killing the NHS’
9.129, ‘Stop poisoning patients’ 9.130) Drugs cannot cure sickness, but complementary therapy (such as

the Mindfulness Plus course) can. However, the poor cannot afford it, accounting for health inequalities,
which the Marmot report (2010) showed that they suffer long term conditions 18 years before the rich and
die 9 years earlier on average. Although central government provides increasing public money for mental
health interventions, it goes into drugs, which actually make patients more depressed, so is counterproductive. (A new book ‘The inflamed mind – a radical new approach to depression’ by Prof Ed Bullmore,
2018, reviewed by the author, 9.132)
12 What about the Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) programme?
Despite this admirable programme since 2006 to ‘end the Prozac nation’, which now treats 550,000
annually, 7.3 million in England, including 70,000 children are now on antidepressants (The Times 23.7.18)
against NICE guidelines and all the evidence. (BBC 1 documentary 23 and 30.5.18 ‘The doctor who gave up
drugs’) This is 5 million more than a decade ago. Antidepressants turn low mood into Long Term Patients,
coming back in a revolving door clogging surgeries and A&E. GPs are forced to break their Hippcratic oath,
making them feel so guilty and ashamed that they retire early. The solution is medication to meditation,
providing complementary therapy at subsidised rates, as this paper offers.
13 Inspirational model from Brighton Health and Wellbeing Centre (BHWC)
BHWC are located at 18 and 19, Western Rd Hove BN3 1AE, very near the boundary with Brighton, and are
part of cluster 6. Since 2013 they have bucked this national trend, and reduced their recruitment and
retention problem by enabling both their patients and their staff to improve their lives by providing
subsidised complementary therapy that address the root causes of mental sickness (isolation, loneliness
and lack of self-esteem) They do this through their charity Healing Expressive and Recovery Arts (HERA) see
appendix. Their interventions now include Creative writing, Narrative Medicine, Photography Walks, Visual
Arts (painting, print making) Art Therapy, Dance and Movement, Singing for Better Health, Filmmaking,
Creative Technology, and a Wellbeing Gallery in their waiting room. They have been supported by the Arts
Council, and their latest crowd funding has just raised over £80k to subsidize the HERA progamme for the
next 3 years, 2018/21. (www.crowdfunding.com/hera)
14 Where does SECTCo’s charitable funding come from?
The rent from 86, Church Rd Hove BN3 2EB, (86CR, opposite Hove town hall about half a mile west of
BHWC). I bought the freehold and the building in 2001, and my wife and I converted it into a
complementary therapy centre called ‘Planet Janet’ in 2002. We let it on a 20 year lease to Richard and
Clare Brown in 2003, who rebranded it ‘Revitalise’. They assigned it in 2016 to Robert Hodgetts and
Vanessa Hindle, who rebranded it ‘Essence’. We have arranged to run SECTCo Mindfulness Plus courses
there. (www.essencehove.com) The rent is currently £39kpa, which has enabled me to subsidise SECTCo
hitherto. I am taking legal advice on creating a new charity, perhaps called Mindfulness Plus Foundation,
(MPF) and gifting 86CR to it, which would ensure that this charitable funding stream continues after my
death, and could attract further funds to expand the service.
15 Free clinical trial of Family Constellation Group Therapy (FCGT)
We also wish GPs to help recruit patients to research trials. I took a 4 year training in FCGT from 2004-08,
and have been offering it to groups for donations at least monthly since, with which we have had
remarkable success. It was introduced to Germany 30 years ago, where it is said to now be more common
than CBT. However, no trials have yet been done, so we are seeking patients who are willing to participate
in a free clinical trial of it, (9.124) Sessions will be held almost every Sunday afternoon, (not 5.8, 26.8, 30.9, 7.10,

4.11) for participants who should arrive at 2pm, and be prepared to stay until 5pm. They will be held at Essence, 86,
Church Rd Hove, BN3 2EB (opposite Hove town hall, entrance at the back of the building, up the fire escape)
Conditions: fill in a mood questionnaire before, attend at least 4 sessions, fill in the same mood questionnaire after,
and a feed back form about your experience. We hope thereby to get it NICE recommended, so that it can be
publicly funded in procurement contracts, as the MBCT 8 week course obtained in 2004.

16 Free clinical trial of Alpha-stim
Alpha-stim is a hand held, electronic device, which you clip on to your ear lobes for 20 – 60 minute sessions to calm
your nervous system. I bought this device at a mental health conference in March, as the company from USA is
marketing it in UK. They have run over 100 trials in USA since 1981, and have offered me free loan of as many
devices as I can get trialists for a 3 month trial in Hove. (9.131) Having used it on myself and others, my impression is
that it can be as effective as drugs in calming the nervous system, but without the side effects, which stop soon after
the device is removed. I have lent mine to a 49 year old man who was diagnosed bipolar more than 20 years ago. He
has used it daily for 6 weeks and seems better, although he denies it. Conditions: attend a short briefing, fill in a
mood questionnaire, borrow a device for 3-6 weeks, use it every day, attend a final session to return it, and fill in the
same mood questionnaire, and a feed back form of your experience.

17 How would this arrangement work between your surgery and SECTCo?
Our tariff price is £1,000 for a Mindfulness Plus course for 1 full day per week for 10 successive weeks for
75 hours of tuition, averaging £13 per hour. We are willing to run this course for your patients and staff as
often as there is demand for it, starting in Sept, segregated if you wish. Your GPs would give SECTCo
leaflets to patients in the form of a voucher. If they can pay the full amount, they would give the voucher
to the Essence receptionist, who would book them on to the next available course. If they cannot pay the
full amount on booking, they should apply to me for a subsidy from my charity. I would give them a
bursary, by writing the amount on the voucher, which they would give to the receptionist at Essence,
together with the balance of the tariff price.
18 Conclusion: Please take up this offer.
This offer is made to GPs, managing partners, and practice managers in Hove to help improve your
practice’s staff recruitment and retention, reduce health inequalities, improve mental health, and help
withdraw from drugs (street and prescription) by doing SECTCo’s Mindfulness Plus 10 week course, whose
meditations I would be pleased to demonstrate to you.
You can also try them locally where they are held every week, as follows. Dynamic is held in the basement
of Essence, back entrance every Sunday morning by Michael Hoy from 930-1030am for £5. Family
constellations are held by me for donations almost every Sunday afternoon, (not 5,8, 26.8, 30.9, 7.10, 4.11)
2pm in Blueberry room, 3rd floor, Essence, up the back fire escape. Kundalini is held nearly every Tuesday
evening 6-7pm by my wife, Phoebe Wyss, at our home, 22, Saxon Rd Hove (near the lagoon) Please engage
with me by e mail on johnkapp@btinternet.com, or ring me on 01273 417997.

Appendix What is HERA? The following is copied from their website.
The HERA arts project at Brighton Health & Wellbeing Centre is a network of programmes using arts and creative
practices that enhance the quality of life, health and wellbeing of our patients, staff and community. We provide
access to high-quality arts activities for people struggling with long term mental and physical illness. The HERA
project also creates an inspiring enviroment to all of our patients as they sit in our waiting room which doubles up as
a Wellbeing Gallery:

There is a wealth of high quality evidence which indisputably shows the health benefits of engagement in creative
practices such as singing and writing. This extends from data around improvements in lung function and motor
control, to extensive evidence showing improvements in mental health and wellbeing .
Our patients tell us that Hera has helped them to develop rich and meaningful lives alongside chronic disease and in
many cases helped with and maintained recovery.
Finding Your Compass was part of Year 1 of Hera and shows the creativity we deliver on the Hera project. The
Finding Your Compass pilot film 2014 - Fiona Geillinger and Dr Rosaria Gracia:
The project is a UK first in offering a range of different art form activities within a GP/primary care setting, and as
such offers creative activity for an extraordinarily broad range of local people ranging from the very vulnerable and
those who have not tried the arts since leaving school to those with professional artistic ambitions and experience.
After a small trial, we received funding from the Arts Council and Brighton & Hove City Council to run a pilot
programme from 2015 to 2017. We delivered four times our original target number of creative sessions with
patients and the project was a great success. We were also able to learn what to change and improve.
We are now delighted that Arts Council England has agreed to fund a scaling up of Hera from 2018 to 2021,
alongside a training programme in arts and health for health professionals called Sea Change.
We are asking our community to help raise the matched funding we need to make Hera happen!
*This crowdfunding campaign has started with the Arts Council England funding of £47,500.
THANK YOU TO ARTS COUNCIL ENGLAND!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creative Writing and Narrative Medicine
Photography Walks
Visual Arts (painting, print making)
Art Therapy
Dance and Movement
Singing For Better Health
Filmmaking
Creative Technology
Wellbeing Gallery (that's our waiting room!)

We offer drop-in sessions, ‘tasters’, and longer programmes, which means we can support patients with a variety of
interests and talents.
Our approach is non-judgmental, inclusive and enjoyable, while the quality, accessibility and safety of activities are
key to the programme’s success.
Hera is being delivered by BHWC's charity, the Robin Hood Health Foundation.
OUR AIMS FOR BRIGHTON AND HOVE AND THE WIDER COMMUNITY:

•
•
•
•
•
•

To provide access to high quality arts activities to those who are otherwise excluded due to health concerns,
free of charge to participants.
To use creative activities to deliver improved health and social outcomes for patients, and reduce social
isolation
To use the arts to create better clinicians, and integrate artist/clinician learning
To inform research, testing insights across medicine, the arts, literature and the social sciences.
We wish to work with NICE, CCGs and universities to establish a robust relationship model between primary
care and the arts
To share our findings with the arts community and health care providers

FINDINGS SO FAR:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved physical and mental health for many participants.
Improved ability and confidence to self-manage health conditions.
Improved social support and friendships
Reduced need for secondary care services like hospital appointments.
Sustained recovery better self-reported wellbeing
Reduced demand on GP time.
People ENJOYED the sessions!

Our data is consistent with the findings of the All Party Parliamentary Group on arts and health, which recommends
that programmes like ours should be embedded in health

